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The resignation of Mr. W. H.
Jones our editor-in-chi- ef is a cause for
genuine regret. While in charge of
the Tar Heel Mr. Jones set a high
standard of excellence which received
favorable comment from supporters of
the University both on the campus and
throughout the State. This standard
the new editor and his assistants will
endeavor to maintain.
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That basketball contest, last Friday
night, was to use an ancient, expres-
sion of more than passing interest.
It marked the entry of the University
into a new field of athletics On Fri-
day night our first basketball team
played its first match game. Our ath-
letic curriculum at last includes all of
the five major sports. Old Carolina is
not lagging behind in athletics, at any
rate.
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They have placed the game on a tan-
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basketball at Carolina is an assured
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home made sausage, prize hams, blue
ribbon watermelons etc, and we and
our family would proceed to wax fat
thereon. Unfortunately, however, the
Tar Heel is a college paper. We are
compelled to depend entirely on sub-
scriptions and advertising for means
of sustenance. Ergo, we would be
profoundly pleased to see a few remit-
tances dropping our way. Out of' the
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